**ODIN Fahrenheit**

Thermal cameras are strategically placed to monitor incoming human traffic. The cameras can measure each individual’s temperature to ensure that the individual’s temperature is normal and they don’t pose a risk to others. A message is automatically broadcasted by ODIN to the appropriate team members if an individual’s temperature is above normal standards.

**Benefits**
- Improve COVID-19 safety plan
- Increase safety for everyone
- Enhance productivity through automation
- Scalable to business size
- Improve access controls
- Hold staff accountable for complying to safety checks

**Applications**
- Retail stores
- Hospitals
- Senior living facilities
- Schools
- Restaurants
- Distribution centers
- Transportation hubs
- Sporting events

**How It Works**

- Patrons or employees enter the building.
- Thermal camera scans patrons as they walk by.
- Thermal camera readings are processed by ODIN Fahrenheit and detect individuals with elevated temperature.
- Automated workflows are inacted when exceptions occur.
Solutions

Thermal Bullet Camera
Option A
- Black body
- Monitor multiple people at once from a distance
- Network camera
- Works with facial recognition
- Works with a NVR

Thermal Tablet Camera
Option B
- Wrist or face monitor
- Monitor one person at a time
- Network camera
- Works with facial recognition
- Detection up to 15 inches away

Thermal USB Camera
Option C
- Black body
- Monitor one person at a time
- USB camera
- No facial recognition
- Not for use while wearing a mask
- Made in the U.S.A.

ODIN Solutions

Click and Pick-Up
Know when a guest arrives to pick up an order. Ask us about the different applications.

Broadcaster
Public address systems alert everyone to events: sales, promotions, limited time offers, or emergency situations like severe weather.

Customer Call Boxes
Allows you to improve customer service and optimize labor.

Call Buttons
Empower Front End Manager with quick communications. Reduce delays at registers and improve checkout times. Allow team members without radios to summon assistance.

Dwell & Monitoring
Dwell sensors that monitor locked cabinets, doors, back entrances, and more. Other alarms that monitor freezer/fridge temperature, detect fire and detect carbon monoxide.

Restroom Cleanliness
Allows guests to notify staff when restrooms need attending.

Integration API / Email
Connect to other systems and control remote activation of alarms. Allows you to end text to voice messages over two-way radios.

Multi-Location Reporting
View reports from multiple locations from the same company.

Reporting
View reports of activations, response times, locations, and much more online via a portal service or by email (on demand or on a set schedule.)

Interested or have a question? Give us a call at 800-475-5852.